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BARDONSTRAYT
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

SOAP DISPENSER

K-20001T(FOAM )

K-20002T(LIQUID )

�

�

�

Please read these instructions carefully to familiarize

yourself with the required tools, materials, and installation

sequences. Follow the sections that pertain to your

particular installation. This will help you avoid costly

mistakes. In addition to proper installation, read all

operating and safety instructions.

All information in these instructions is based upon the

latest product information available at the time of

publication. Kohler China reserves the right to make

changes in product characteristics, packaging, or

availability at any time without notice.

These instructions contain important care, cleaning, and

warranty information -

.

please leave instructions for the

consumer

�

�

� -
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TECHNICAL INFORMATIONTECHNICAL INFORMATION

BEFORE YOU BEGINBEFORE YOU BEGIN

A. Specifications A.

Dime sions
W H D

n 409 95 98mm
(16.1 )" 3.74" 3.86"

409 95 98mm
(16.1 )" 3.74" 3.86"W H D

Soap Tank Capacity

Battery

Pre-Set Sensing
Range

Dispensing Time

Room Temperature

Sensing Delay Time

Dispensed Soap
Quantity

Applicable Liquid
Soap Viscosity

Battery Duration

750ml

4 pcs of Alkaline AA (1.5V)

15 3cm

about 1.0ml/0.5ml

1~3500mPa s

15, 000 cycles

1 sec

5 ~40
o o
C C

1 sec

/

750ml

AA (1.5V) 4

15 3cm

1.0ml/0.5ml

1~3500mPa s

15, 000

1

5 ~40
o o
C C

1

KOHLER CHINA INVESTMENT CO., LTD NO.158, JIANG CHANG SAN ROAD,
JING'AN DISTRICT, SHANGHAI, PRC POST CODE: 200436

( ) 158 200436

NOTES

Foam soap dispenser is for foam soap only and liquid soap
dispenser is for liquid soap only. Otherwise, the soap
dispenser will be unable to dispense foam or it might be
blocked.
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B. Item List

C. Parts and Dimensions
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B.

C.

Illustration IllustrationDescription DescriptionQ'ty Q'ty

1

2

3

4

6

7

8

Manual

Key 1pc
1

Installation
Instruction

1pc
1

Cut-out Template 1pc
1

Soap Dispenser 1pc
1

5
Plastic Dowel 2pcs

2

Fixing Screw 2pcs
2

Battery AA 1.5V
AA 1.5V

Hanger

4pcs
4

1pc
1

STANDARD INSTALLATIONSTANDARD INSTALLATION

200mm

Min 250mm
250mm

95mm 98mm

409mm

Base

Body Assembly

Shell

Max 45
45°

°

Front Side Open
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NOTE

1. Check if surface of wall is smooth

and clean.

2. Distance between sensor and

bench-top should be 250mm.

Otherwise, the sensor will continue

to work and be damaged.

1.

2.

250mm

( )

BEFORE INSTALLATIONBEFORE INSTALLATION

Min 250mm
250mm

INSTALLATION

A. Installation Steps

1. Paste the installation template at appropriate location on

the wall.

A.

1.

2. Drill two holes dia. 6mm, insert plastic dowel. (Fig.1)

2. 6mm
( .1)

6mm

Fig.1
1

A

A

UP

3. Insert two fixing screws into plastic dowels and tighten

them, but remain 3mm space from the wall for hanging the

dispenser. (Fig.2 and Fig.3)

3.

3mm ( 2

3)

Fig.2
2

B

Fig.3
3

3mm

B

UP
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5. Remove the soap dispenser lid, use key to unlock. (Fig.4
and Fig.5)

5. ( 4 5)

6. Remove soap container, then lock dispenser to wall with

screw driver. (Fig.6)

6.

( 6)

4. Hang the dispenser on two fixing screws by the back plate

holes of the dispenser.

4.

Fig.4
4

Fig.5
5

Fig.6
6

B. Installation Check

1. Check if soap dispenser is firmly fixed to the wall.

2. Check if soap container cover is closed properly and no

soap is leaking.

3. Use 4 new Alkaline AA (1.5V) battery. Ensure batteries

are installed properly and in the right direction (respect +/-

indication).

4. Once batteries are installed and casing is closed, a red

LED light will flash 4 times to indicate normal function.

5. Make sure soap dispenser is locked properly with the

included key.

6. Ensure that battery cover is secured with battery security

screw.

Caution: Position of the batteries at incorrect direction may

cause malfunction.

B.

1.

2.

3. AA(1.5V)4

4. LED 4

5.

6.

C. Service Instructions

1. Open upper cover with included key.

C.

1.

Clip

Clip

1299264-T01-A
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2. Remove cover from battery box, put the 4 Alkaline AA

1.5V batteries into the battery box, put box back into

original casing and close with cover. (Fig.7)

2. AA(1.5V) 4

( 7)

Fig.7
7

3. Remove soap container, open it and pour liquid soap into

container. Close properly. Should any soap spill over the

outside of the tank, clean it thoroughly. Replace clean soap

container into original position, close casing and lock it.

4. Then place your hand under dispenser. The LED will turn

on and the dispenser will release soap.

5. When used the first time, repeat that process a few times in

order to fill the system.

6. If LED flashes it indicates low voltage.

3.

4.

LED

5.

6. LED

3. To save guard the sensitive electrical components inside
the dispenser, always remove the container completely
from housindg during refill. Never attempt to fill up when
the inner container is still inside the housing unit. (Fig.9)

Notice: Should the dispenser be out of order and do not

attempt any repair work. Call Kohler China for

professional assistance.

3.

( 9)

D. Users Intruction

1. Put palm below the dispenser. The sensor lights will
activate from top to bottom. The liquid soap will drop when
the bottom light is on and then the light is off. If you need
more soap, repeat the above steps.

2. If you remove the palm before the third light is on, the
sensor will stop working and the light will return to the first
one and off.

D.

1.

2. 3

1

Fig.8
8

Fig.9
9
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E. Important Notice

1. Ensure no light source is aimed at the sensor from below.

2. Ensure that no light reflection occurs through any object
within a distance of 250mm below the sensor.

3. Use pure liquid soap only and clean the soap container
properly before each re-fill. Deposits of old soap will lead to
malfunction and jamming.

4. Do not dilute liquid soap and do not use grain containing
soap. Respect indicated viscosity factor of liquid soap.

5. Do not use eradicator, abrasive powder or oil, acid or alkali
liquid detergent.

6. Do not immerse the soap dispenser with water or clean it
under running water. This will lead to short circuit.

7. Should the dispenser be out of order and batteries have
been replaced, do not attempt any repair work. Call your
dealer for professional assistance.

E.

1.

2. 250mm

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. LED

( )
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G. Troubleshooting G.

Problem

LED does not indicate

Red LED flashes

Yellow LED flashes

Insufficient soap is
released

Solution

-Check batteries and ensure
they are new and properly
inserted.

-Check whether the shell is
closed.

-Clean the protective shell.

-Exchange batteries as per
Fig.7.

-Check soap volume. If
adjustment necessary refer to
Pte 8.

-Soap has hardened: use unit
for several times or remove
soap container and wash it
thoroughly.

-Soap nozzle is obstructed:
wash soap container and use
unit continuously until normal
quantity is dispensed.

LED

LED

LED

-

-

-
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